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Abstract 
The slow growing hierarchy is commonly defined as follows: G,,(l) = 0. G,_r(.r) := G,(.I-) i I 
and G,(x) := G,[,)(_Y) where i<co is a limit and ,[.I : ~0 13 Lb17 x CI + c,, is a given assignment of 
fundamental sequences for the limits below 80. The first obvious question which is encountered 
when one looks at this definition is: How does this hierarchy depend on the choice of the 
underlying system of fundamental sequences? Of course, it is well known and easy to prove that 
for the standard assignment of fundamental sequence the hierarchy (G7)I<, ,, is slou growmg. 
i.e. each G, is majorized by a Kalmar elementary recursive function. 
It is shown in this paper that the slow growing hierarchy (CT,),, ,,, ~ when it is defined with 
respect to the norm-based assignment of fundamental sequences which is defined in the article by 
Cichon (1992, pp. 1733193) - is actually fast growing, i.e. each PA-provably recursive function 
is eventually dominated by G, for some Y<::o. The exact classification of this hierarchy. i.e. 
the problem whether it is slow or fast growing. has been unsolved since 1992. The somewhat 
unexpected result of this paper shows that the slow growing hierarchy is extremely sensitive 
with respect to the choice of the underlying system of fundamental scqurnces. 
The paper is essentially self-contained. Only little knowledge about ordinals less than i:(l - like 
the existence of Cantor normal forms, etc. and the beginnings of subrecursive hierarchy theory 
as presented, for example, in the 1984 textbook of Rose ~ is assumed. 
K~~~II~oI.L~s: Slow growing hierarchy; Fast growing hierarchy; Fundamental sequences; Hierarchy 
comparison theorem 
A MS clrrssificatiott: 03D20; 03D55; 03F I5 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper we denote ordinals less than ~0 by small Greek letters. Lim 
denotes the set of limit ordinals less than ~0. Small Latin numbers range over natural 
numbers, i.e. finite ordinals. 
Definition 1 (T/7(3 Cichon nom (cf. [4])). (1) N(O):=O. 
(2)N(rA):=max{n,I+N(x~),...,1+iV(~,,)} ifX=0)“1+..-+10”,‘>31,~‘-..~:X,,. 
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Definition 2 (The Cichon system of fundamental sequences (cf. [4])). (1) O[x] := 0. 
(2) a[~]:= max{p<rA: N(fl)dN(a)+x} if cr>O. 
Lemma 1. (1) N(a+ l)<N(r)+ 1. 
(2) N(a) <N(y + a). 
(3) (u-t l)[x]=c(. 
(4) cx E Lim=+N(cl[x])=N(a)+x. 
(5) p=w~~+...+w~~~+w’&m~O&x~l&~,>,“~>,~m~’u’>O 
=+ P[X] = Cf# + + c$. + O:‘[X+N(P)--N(?‘)-ll . (X + N(b) _ m). 
Proof. Assertions (l)-(4) follow immediately from the definitions. See, for example, 
[2]. We prove assertion (5). Let S:=p[x]. Then assertion (4) yields N(G)=N(fl)+x. 
We claim that 6 > p’ := cobi f. . .+c&. For otherwise, assume 6 < j3’. Then 6 < p’ + 1 < fi 
and Iv’@+ l)<N(p’)+ 1 <N(P)+ 1 <N(P)+x. Thus, fi’+ 1 would be a better can- 
didate than 6 for the maximum of the y < /3 such that N(y) <N(P) + x. This would con- 
tradict the maximality of 6. The claim yields the existence of n >0 and 61 3 . . > 6, 
such that 6 = b’ + ~0’~ +. . . + c&. Let y’ := y[x + N(b) -N(y) - 11. This is well-defined 
since N(P) >N(y). We claim that 6, = y’. 
Assume first that y = y” + 1 is a successor ordinal. N(y”) <N(y) yields y’ = y”. p > 6 
yields y>6,, thence ‘~‘361. We claim that y’ < 61. For otherwise assume that 61 < y’. 
Then 6 < j?” :=/I’ + 07’ and I?@“) <N(a) <N(P) +x. This contradicts the maximality 
of 6. In this case 61 = y’ has been proved. 
Now assume that y is a limit. By definition we see 
N(S)= max{m+n, 1 N(~I), .. ,l +N&), 1 +?I(&), . . ., 1 +N(&)} =N(/I) sx. 
Therefore, 1 + N(6r ) <N(P) +x. We claim that 1 + N(6r ) >N(P) f x. For otherwise, 
assume that 1 +N(6r)<N(P)+x. Let p”‘:=/?‘+&+‘. Then p”‘<p and N(b”‘)< 
N(P) +x, hence, 6 would not be maximally chosen. Thus, we have proved 1 + N(6t) 
=N(P)+x. Let l:=N(&N(y)- 1. Then N(61)=N(y)+l+x, hence, 61 dy[x+l]. 
We claim that 61 >y[x + I]. For otherwise assume 61 <y[x + I]. Put fl:= p’ + c&+~]. 
Then P-C/~ and N(B)= max{m+l,1+N(/?~),...,1+N(~,~),1+N(y[x+Z])}. Asser- 
tion (4) yields N(~[x+Z])=N(y)+x+Z=N(6~). Thus, N(b)<N(6)<N(fi)+x. 
Since 6 <b<p, this contradicts the maximality of 6. Thus, in any case we have shown 
6, = y’. 
Next we claim that 61 = . . = 6,. For otherwise assume that 61 = 6~ = . . = & > dk+l 
...>S, forsomek<n.Letij:=B’+W61.(k+1).Then6<p<PandN(P’)=max 
1 +?I(&),..., 1 +N(6,)}=N(6)=N(p)+ x since k <n. This contradicts the maximal- 
ity of 6. The claim yields 6 = p’+ 01 . n. We complete the proof of the assertion by 
showing that n =x + N(p) - m. We have N(6) = max{m + n, 1 + N(j?l ), , 1 + N&), 
1 + N(6, )} =N(@ +x. H ence, m + n <N(P) +-x, hence, n <x + N(P) - m. We claim 
that n 3q :=x + N(P) - m. For otherwise, assume that n <q. Put /i := /3’ + 0~1 .q. Then 
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d<j<P and N(~)=max{m+q,l+N(~I),...,1+N(~,,~),l+N(b,)}~~(~)+~~. 
Hence, 6 would not be maximally chosen. 0 
Definition 3 (A version of the slow growing hierarchy (cf. [4])). (1) Go(x):=0 
(2) G,(x) := 1 + G,[,)(x) if c( >O. 
Definition 4. (1) x~,B:~(3n>0)(3~o,...,~~)[B=;‘o & x=7,, & (Vi<n)[;,,+, = 
~,[Xlll. 
Proof. (1) follows by induction on /I. (2) follows from assertions (1) and (4) of 
Lemma 1 and induction on p. Assertion (3) is proved by induction on 2. The ar- 
gument is a repetition of an argument given in 121. We may assume that n[x] <x. 
If x is a successor than the assertion is clear. Assume that CI is a limit. We claim 
that i[x] < cx[y]. For otherwise assume that z[y] < i,[x] <x < i.. The maximality of i,[x] 
yields N(cr)>N(%)+x. Thus, N(3.[x])=N(~)+x<N(a)dN(x)+y=N(~[y]). This 
contradicts the maximality of r[y]. 
Assertion (4) is proved by induction on /?. SI +,Y fl yields x gr p[x] -c~ p, The induc- 
tion hypothesis yields y + 01 <X y + p[x]_ It suffices to show ;I + b[x] + (7 + P)[n]. We 
may assume ;l> 0. If b = 8’ + 1 then 7 + /3[x] = 7 + fl’ = (7 + p)[x]. We thus may as- 
sume that fl is a limit. Let ~=oYI + . +w;‘,u>Y,~ >;!, and Jj=& + _.. + 
raDSz>jj,>..‘>fi,. Letk:=N(P)-N(/J,,), k’:=N(y+fi)-N(/3,), l:=N(/J-n+l 
and 1’ := N(y + fi)-n + 1. Then k <k’ and I < I’. Put /_?” := ~11 +. . .+c& +co/~,~[*+~‘] 
(x + 1’). Then /j[x] = &I + . . + o/j.- 1 + &~~[x+kl (x + I) d b” < /3, hence fi[x] <, /Y’ < /j 
by assertion (3). The induction hypothesis yields ;I + /Y[x] <, 7 f/J” = (,I+ p)[x]. 
Assertion (5) is easy to see. 
Assertion (6) is proved by induction on p. Assume that r <I fl[x]. The induction hy- 
pothesis yields cc)” <X ~@l. It suffices to show C&I <, ofi[x]. For some m 30 we have 
to”[x] = ~$1~1 . ( 1 + m). This yields the assertion. Assertion (7) follows from assertions 
(1) and (2). Assertion (8) follows from assertion (4). 0 
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Definition 5 (The standard assignment of fundamental sequences). (1) O[x] := 0. 
(2) (IX + l)[x]i := U.. 
(3)ai[x~:=o”~+~~~+~~~~(~+l)ifa=o”~+~~~+w”~~+~~~~3~~~3r,+l. 
(4) ClnX]:=W”’ + . . + LL)‘~~PI if u = ~“1 + . . + W”II > x1 >...>cc,,&a,ELim. 
Lemma 3. (VU, k, 1, m)[ 1 <k d I + cz[k] +,L x[Z]] 
Proof. By induction on a. We may assume that c( is a limit. Let c( = 0”’ + . . . + 
~0~~~ > xl > . 3 CI, > 0. Let X’ = 0”’ + . + cc)“+ and let 1’ :=N(sc) - n + 13 1. First 
assume that x,, = x,’ + 1. Then we have auk] = ct’ + 03~ . (k + 1) and assertion (5) 
of Lemma 1 yields a[/] = CI’ + @’ . (I + I’). Then assertion (4) of Lemma 2 yields 
o”“’ (k + 1) <m w’,I’ (I + I’) and sl[k] <,,, a[Z]. Now assume that x, is a limit. Let 
l”:=N(r) - N(cc,) - 1. The induction hypothesis yields cr,[k] <, r,[/ + l”]. Assertion 
(6) of Lemma 2 yields o’@l <, 0~~~[‘+“1. A ssertion 5 of Lemma 1 and assertion (4) 
of Lemma 2 yield x[k] + a[l]. 0 
Definition 6 (The fast growing hierarchy). (1) Fe(x) := 2X. 
(2) F,+,(x) :=Flf’(x). 
(3) F,(x):=F,~~~(x) if r is a limit. 
The following lemma is standard. 
Lemma 4 (Standard majorization properties of the Z?,). (1) F,(x) <F,(x + 1). 
(2) m~2~F,(‘+‘)‘m(l)>F+‘(z+ 1). 
(3) ;1 E Lim & m32~F~~(1+1).~l(l)dF;.ill+1g(l+ 1). 
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from the Bachmann property of the standard assignment 
of fundamental sequences. Assertion (2) is easy to see. 
Assertion (3) follows from the standard majorization properties of the &hierarchy 
(cf., for example, [2] or [5]). Indeed, F. /.y(i+~).mp(l)~Fill+~+~+~a(l)~Fin/+~g+~(l)= 
F;.ll+~~(Fi.Rl+~s(l))~F~.U1+~l(l+ 1). 0 
It is well known that (F,),,,, classifies the provably recursive functions of Peano 
arithmetic. See, for example, [3] for a proof. 
2. Proof of the hierarchy comparison theorem 
In this section we show that the hierarchy (GZ)I<C,, from [4] is actually fast growing. 
The exact classification of this hierarchy, i.e. the problem whether it is slow or fast 
growing, has been unsolved since 1992. The proof is carried out by some elementary 
calculations along the involved ordinal segment. 
Before going into the technical details we first give an informal and - as we hope 
illuminating calculation which shall illustrate why we leave the scope of elementary 
recursion during the pointwise descent along the Cichon-style fundamental sequences. 
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The proof of the theorem is then just a straightforward generalization of this argument. 
Assume that m 3 2 and assume that p, k, 1> 0. Let x = w”“‘P+ 0’-k + I. We consider the 
behavior of the descent of x along the mth branch of the fundamental sequence for x 
and obtain by Lemmata 1 and 2 
So far the descent looks in the spirit of point-wiseness but the next descent involves 
the number-theoretic content of 6, in a crucial way. First observe that the norm of (5, 
is larger than or equal to 1. m. Then we obtain (by iteration) 
rs, fto tr? ,‘$.“’ k 
+,, ci, + (0 r:,‘.p+w.(k-l)+(l+l),m+g cm + I) 
&m 6, + . . + hk + 03 
/9’.pt~o.Ot/.l?,” 
Here q is some natural number and d is an ordinal which has a norm larger than I .m’ 
A further descent and an iteration of the argument above yields 
By iteration along p we obtain an expontial tower - with respect to base m - of height 
at least p. Hence, we leave the scope of elementary recursion. In fact, as Theorem 1 
will show, we shall obtain the full power of Ea-recursion. 
Theorem 1. Assume m 3 3, EO 1 XI 2 3 SI,, n 30. Then 
w,,]l’ II .+ ..f,,]‘+‘” 
t’“‘k+‘ImF,,(...F,,~(mk.(I+l))...). 
proof. By induction on d = wO,‘+” t’..-<S>2-“‘1”‘i+’ 
Ccrsr I : Let us first assume that k > 0. 
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Let p=&+z1 +. . . + w2+OrS1 b 0 and y = /I + o . k. Let F,(x) := F,, (. . . F,,)(x). . .) where 
$(x) :=x for n = 0. Then 
U = &I 
+m cY+‘-’ . (m +N(o’+‘)) by Lemma 1.5 
g=m &-’ . (m + 1 +Ny) by Lemma 2.4 
3, ClJYfl-’ (m + A+) + coy+l-2 . 
(m +lqo’f’-’ a(m+N(y)+l))-(m+&(y))) by Lemma 1.5 
t,,, CI?- . (m +A+) + cd”_2 . (m + 1) by Lemma 2.4 
& . . . by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
+, ,~+‘-‘.(,+Ny)+oY+‘-2.,+...+o:‘+‘.m+w’.(m+])=:6 
. / 
N(g) + I + /.m-many summands 
>m co”+‘-’ . (m + NY) + . + coy . m 
+ ,(p+cl,.li)[m+N(d)--N(~)-I] 
. (m +N(d) - N(y) - m. I) by Lemma 1.5 
+, &--I . (m +fqy) + . . + (g _ m + *!J+w--l)+U+lbn 
by Lemmata 2.4, 2.6 and N(d)>m . I + 1 +N(y) 
2, ~(mk-‘~((f+l)~m+l)) 
by induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.8 
3 l$(mk . (I+ 1)) by Lemma 4.1. 
Case 2: From now on we assume that k = 0. 
Case 2.1: Assume that n >O. 
Let y = f_f~~+~l  . . . + u.I~+~~~-I > 0 and R,(x) := F,, (. ..F+,(x)...) where <(x):=x for 
n= 1. 
Case 2.1.1: SI,, = 0. We assume 1 >O. The case I= 0 is similar but simpler. 
Then 
2 = (g+w*+/ 
> &02+‘-’ . (m +N(~I@+‘)) by Lemma 1.5 rm 
+,,, w~~“~+‘-’ (m +N(y + w2) + 1) by Lemma 2.4 
>m (g+w*+/-l (m +N(y + 02))+ d+w’+‘-2 . (m + 1) 
by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
+m . . . by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
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>, (jy+J+~-’ . (m +N(y + &)) + o).+“2+/--2 . m + . . + &+(Jj2 . (m + 1) =: (Lj 
. / 
N(:+(~)‘))+l+l.m-many summands 
+nl 0i.+'"2+/-l 
. (m + N(y + d))) + + w;.+(o? . m 
+ CU(i.+W’)[m+N(G)-N(;‘+n,‘)- I] +n+N@)-N(y+co*)- 1.m) 
by Lemma 1.5 
+, W:,+~l,J+~-t . (m +pj(y+O*))) + . . + w;‘+o~~ m +W:,+“~.(I+l).m 
by Lemmata 2.4, 2.6 and N(6)3m. I+ 1 +N(y + 02) 
7, &Yz(~+‘)‘m (0 + 1)) by induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.8 
2 ~:(Fo(m”.(I+l)))=F,~(mO’(I+l)). 
Case 2.1.2: CI, = CI,’ + 1. We assume 1 >O. The case I= 0 is similar but simpler. 
Let p := y + w*+‘~~‘+‘. Then 
>,,, e#+‘-’ . (m+N(&+‘)) by Lemma 1.5 
g=, &-’ ~(m+N(/?))+&‘-* .(m+ 1) by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
g=m . by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
+m &-‘.(,+N~)+e#+‘--?.111+...+(&(I?E+l)=:b 
N(p)+l+/.m-many summands 
+, &-’ . (m + N/?) + . . ‘ + td . m 
+ (~B[~+~w~(B)-~l . (m +N(6) - N(/3) - 1. m)) by Lemma 1.5 
>m ,8+(-t . (m +Nb) + . . + ,,,,s m + &+‘“‘+1”‘1’ )[(I + 1 km)] 
by Lemmata 2.3, 2.4, 2.6 and N(6)>m. 1 + 1 + N(P) 
3, &-I . (m + N/j) + . . + & . m + wi.+~f~,‘+~‘t’.((‘+‘).m)+N(B)-n+]) 
by Lemma 1.5 
>:m (Jj+I-I (m + Jqj) + . + & m + 0;‘+~o’+7”‘.((l+I).m) 
by Lemma 2.6 
J, fl.(F;,f:“‘m(mO . (0 + 1))) by induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.8 
>, I?(l$!~‘(l+ 1)) by Lemma 4.2 
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= F&(mO. I + 1)) 
= @?Pf (I + 1)). 
Case 2.1.3: a, E Lim. We assume I > 0. The case 1 = 0 is similar but simpler. We also 
assume cx, >u. The case CI,, = w is similar but simpler. Let /I = y + 0~2”. Then 
x = &+I 
+* . . . 
3, c&-’ (m f 1 + Np) by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
gSm ... by Lemmata 1.5, 2.4 
$, c0B+~-‘~(m+N/3)+c0B+‘-2~m+~~~+wB~(m+1)=:6 
Gus Q#+‘-’ + (m + Np) + c&-2 m + . . . + cob m 
+~llb+w--Nw 11 . (m + N(6) -N(P) - 1. m) by Lemma 1.5 
+m ,B+I-’ . (m + Np) + wB+j-’ . m + . . + wB . m + WH(‘+l)~ml 
by Lemmata 2.3, 2.4, 2.6 and N(J)>m 1+ 1 + N(b) 
=0 
,&- 1 .(m+NP)+g8’i-2.mt..,_t,B.m 
+(g+w ~,~rc’+‘i~~~~+~~~PI-‘i~~~l--l.((~+[).,~+~(~)-(n-_l)) by Lemma 1.5 
+m ,b-I . (m + N/j) + ,b+j-2 m + . . + wb . m + CC)?+u”““+“““l 
by Lemmata 2.3, 2.4, 2.6 
3, UP+‘-’ . (m + Np) + cd+‘-* m + . . + ,p m + O;.+m’“f(‘+‘)~J)ll 
by Lemmata 2.6, 3 
I, @&,(I+1 ,.m,(l )) by induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.8 
2 <,(fi,,~l+rn(l+ 1)) by Lemma 4.3 
= &?q,(1 + 1)) 
= Fgz+ 1) 
Case 2.2: Assume that n = 0. 
Case 2.2.1: 1 =O. Then w” 2, 1. 
Case 2.2.2: 1 s-0. 
Then Lemma 1.5 yields o’ +m IS’-’ . (m + N(o’)) &I + 1. 0 
Corollary 1. For any a <EO and x 23: 
G w”~+‘+,~,(x)3G(x). 
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and assertion (7) of Lemma 2. 0 
As another corollary we obtain a direct proof of Arai‘s result (cf. [l]) stating that 
the hierarchy (A,),<,.,, where A,(x) :=max{ 1 + A/j(x): b<x & N/dNr + X} is fast 
growing. Arai’s proof is based on purely proof-theoretic considerations. His result gave 
the first indication that the hierarchy (G,),,,.,, is fast growing. 
In a subsequent paper [6] we shall try to classify those properties of a given (ele- 
mentary recursive) assignment .[.I of fundamental sequences which guarantee that the 
induced slow growing hierarchy is indeed slow growing. It seems that a form of strong 
Lipshitz continuity for ordinal addition, i.e. (w’ + n)[x] = 0~” + ;[x] is of crucial im- 
portance here. This property does not hold for the Cichon assignment of fundamental 
sequences. Among other things we shall show that the slow growing hierarchy is still 
fast growing if the underlying system of the definition of fundamental sequences is 
defined as follows: 
(1 ) ((0” + ;.)@I := LC)’ + i[x + 11, if i. E Liin. 
(2) w~+‘/[xjj:=d (x + 1). 
(3) &[.x] := &“, if I E Lim. 
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